Changes in Processing Submissions to WCG IRB (Formerly WIRB):
In an effort to simplify the initial submission process between UAB studies and WCG IRB (formerly WIRB), a new checklist document will soon be submitted indicating UAB-specific consent language that will easily identify the appropriate consent language needed for a study and assist WCG IRB in generating a consent from. This will replace submission of a redlined or tracked-changes copy. The UAB Office of the IRB will no longer accept submissions with redline consents.

The new checklist is now available on the UAB IRB website. (Scroll down to “Outside IRBs” category.)

What do you consider the top four most helpful tools to aid recruitment? Your feedback will guide future issues of Trending in Trials.

Take the 30-second poll.

Did You Know? Uber Health has been expanded to research areas to provide an additional option (besides Yellow Cab) for transporting participants to and from UAB for study visits.

Additional information can be found here.

Thank you for reading,

UAB Clinical Trials Administration Committee (CTAC)

Do you have news or updates to share with the clinical trials community at UAB?

Send us an email!